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grateful to serve our family of songwriters, composers and music publishers, whose mu-
sic lifts hearts and unites people all over the world. Our mission is to protect the value of 

our members’ music, nurture them as music creators and help them make the 
connections vital to their success.

WE ARE... 

GRAMMY AWARD WINNERS BILLIE EILISH AND FINNEAS AT THE 62ND ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS 
(PHOTO BY ALBERTO E. RODRIGUEZ/GETTY IMAGES)
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I hope you and your loved ones are staying healthy and safe and finding ways to cope with the hardship and disruption 
of the COVID-19 crisis. In this unprecedented time, we know that many of our members are struggling with both the 
health and economic consequences of this pandemic. I want you to know that the ASCAP staff is working day in and 
day out on your behalf to collect and pay out as much as possible during this challenging time so you can feed your 
families and pay your bills.

Like most of you, I’m spending my days and nights in self-imposed isolation. The streets are empty, but my heart is full. 
Alive with admiration for the men and women on the front lines fighting for our lives, deep sadness for those who’ve 
lost loved ones, and hope for our recovery and return to a planet treated with greater respect.
 
I’m a songwriter. My emotional landscape provides seeds for future songs. It’s what we do. We celebrate the 
complexities of being human and caring deeply. 
 
Music unites us. It has the power to heal, calm our fears and restore our faith. Right now, with the world facing life and 
death challenges, your music has never been needed more.  

What is the greatest value of music? I like to think of it as a midwife for the soul. Much like a midwife assists in the birth 
of a new life, music delivers emotions and liberates people to feel - and feel connected to each other. That connection 
is supporting us through these difficult times. 
  
We are a membership organization and we always share our annual report highlighting the activities and achievements 
of the previous year. So it is strange to share this report with you when we are all experiencing the intensity of the here 
and now.  However, I am proud to report that 2019 was an incredibly successful year for our members. Your music made 
history, topped the charts and shaped the culture in numerous ways. I can’t wait to see and hear how your creativity 
responds to this challenging moment. (Continued on next page)

A MESSAGE FROM ASCAP PRESIDENT AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD PAUL WILLIAMS

STANDING AS 
A COMMUNITY
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Cynthia Erivo performs her 
Oscar-nominated song “Stand Up” 
at the 92nd Annual Academy 
Awards (Photo by Kevin Winter/
Getty Images)

Dan + Shay accept the Best Country 
Duo/Group Performance award for 
“Speechless” at the 62nd Annual 
Grammy Awards (Photo by Kevin 
Winter/Getty Images)
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Kany García with her awards for 
Best Singer-Songwriter Album 
and Best Short Form Music Video 
at the 20th annual Latin GRAMMY 
Awards (Photo by Gabe Ginsberg/
Getty Images)

‘Your music made 
history, topped the 
charts and shaped 
the culture in 
numerous ways’

ASCAP exists not just to get you paid. We are 
here to connect you with your peers, offer you
resources and fight on your behalf. We have 
strength in numbers. If a single piece of music, 
written by a single person can move hearts and 
change people’s minds, just imagine the power 
of thousands of music creators united. We will 
continue to thrive together if we stand together, 
fight together and weather the difficult times 
together – as a community.
 
This moment shall pass. But the music you 
create today will live on. ASCAP will be here, as 
always, to value, protect and support you - the 
world’s greatest music creators.
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As I report on ASCAP’s 2019 financials, so many of our members and colleagues are struggling 
with the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and concerned about their health, their 
families and their future. Our hearts are with you and we are laser-focused on navigating 
through this crisis on your behalf.
 
These are not normal times. In normal times, we would have gathered together by now for our 
Annual Membership Meeting to share our record-high financial results for 2019 and to celebrate 
the amazing accomplishments of our songwriter, composer and music publisher members.
 
Instead, like our colleagues at performing rights societies all over the world, we are working 
from home and doing everything possible to prepare for the economic downturn caused by the 
COVID-19 crisis. ASCAP began making operational changes and expense cuts in early 
March 2020 and the ASCAP team is doing everything possible to optimize our collection 
efforts even during this challenging time when so many of our licensees are closed or 
suffering revenue declines.

Fortunately, ASCAP closed a record number of multi-year licensing deals in 2019 across many 
sectors, including audio and audio-visual streaming services, television, cable and more. 2019 
seems like a different universe than 2020, but the work we did then, and in the early part of this 
year, resulted in first quarter 2020 royalty distributions that are among our highest ever. We 
hope that starting the year strong will provide a cushion for our members to weather this storm.  

Let’s look at our 2019 results:

In 2019, ASCAP achieved historic, record-breaking financial results for the fifth year in a row, 
with total revenue topping $1.274 billion, a $47 million increase over 2018.
 
Royalty distributions to ASCAP members also hit a record high in 2019 and increased by 
$75 million, crossing the $1 billion mark for a third year with $1.184 billion in royalties paid out 
to ASCAP songwriter, composer and publisher members.  (Continued on next page)

PROTECTING THE 
VALUE OF YOUR MUSIC

$1.274     BILLION

$47M     INCREASE 

TOTAL 2019 REVENUE

OVER 2018

A MESSAGE FROM ASCAP CEO BETH MATTHEWS
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$1.184   BILLION

$75M   INCREASE

TOTAL DISTRIBUTIONS FROM 
ASCAP-LICENSED AND 
ADMINISTERED PERFORMANCES

OVER 2018

Domestic revenue collected by ASCAP in 2019 was $945 million, up $39 million over the 
prior year, driven in part by an increase in audio streaming which increased 16%. Domestic 
distributions from ASCAP licensed and administered performances in the US totaled $869 
million, up $55 million over last year. Foreign revenue increased to $329 million and 
foreign distributions were $315 million, up by nearly $20 million over 2018.

ASCAP continued its track record of innovation in 2019, with investments in state-of-the-
art technology systems to process trillions of performances annually. We also completed a 
project that moved ASCAP’s survey and distribution systems into the cloud, making them 
more efficient and cost-effective in the distribution of over $1 billion annually to ASCAP 
rightsholders.
 
At the end of 2019, ASCAP launched a first-of-its-kind comprehensive wellness program, 
becoming the first US performing rights organization to focus heavily on its members’ 
physical and mental well-being to support their creativity, life balance and longevity. 
ASCAP members receive a range of benefits including access to and significant discounts 
on innovative services that support mental health, mindfulness, exercise and nutrition. 
The program also includes recovery support, wellness events and dedicated wellness 
content on the ASCAP website and social media. As part of ASCAP’s commitment, the 
organization commissioned an extensive research survey to determine the needs of its 
members: “The US Music Creator Wellness Study.” 

I am thankful for the incredible and innovative work that the ASCAP team delivers each 
and every day. Their commitment to serving and supporting you is stronger than ever. 
While things are tough right now, I remind myself that ASCAP has survived two world 
wars and several economic crises. I promise you that we will do whatever it takes to fight 
for ASCAP and fight for you. We will get through this together. Thank you for your loyalty 
and your ASCAP membership.
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JOEL BECKERMAN
COMPOSER

RICHARD BELLIS
COMPOSER

LEADING ASCAP INTO THE FUTURE
THE 12 WRITERS AND 12 PUBLISHERS ON THE ASCAP BOARD OF DIRECTORS KNOW THE NEEDS OF OUR 
MEMBERS FIRST-HAND, REPRESENT NO OUTSIDE INTEREST GROUP AND COMBINE DEEP EXPERIENCE 
AND STRATEGIC VISION TO LEAD THE ORGANIZATION INTO THE FUTURE.

W R I T E R S

PAUL WILLIAMS
ASCAP PRESIDENT & 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
SONGWRITER

BOARD PICTURED AS OF APRIL 1, 2019

DAN FOLIART
ASCAP BOARD WRITER

VICE CHAIRMAN,
COMPOSER

MICHELLE LEWIS
SONGWRITER

ALEX SHAPIRO
COMPOSER

MARCUS MILLER
COMPOSER

JIMMY WEBB
SONGWRITER

RUDY PÉREZ
SONGWRITER

BRUCE BROUGHTON
COMPOSER

DOUG WOOD
COMPOSER

DESMOND CHILD
SONGWRITER
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P U B L I S H E R S

CARIANNE
MARSHALL

WARNER CHAPPELL MUSIC

MARY
MEGAN PEER

PEERMUSIC

LEEDS LEVY
LEEDS MUSIC

BARRY COBURN
TEN TEN MUSIC GROUP

KEITH HAUPRICH
BMG MUSIC PUBLISHING

CAROLINE
BIENSTOCK

CARLIN AMERICA

PETER BRODSKY
SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING

DEAN KAY
LICHELLE MUSIC

EVAN LAMBERG
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

LAURENT HUBERT
KOBALT MUSIC PUBLISHING

JAMES M. KENDRICK
ASCAP BOARD TREASURER,

SCHOTT MUSIC

IRWIN Z. ROBINSON
ASCAP BOARD PUBLISHER

VICE CHAIRMAN, CROMWELL MUSIC

EXPANDING ASCAP MUSIC’S IMPACT
ASCAP IS WELL-PREPARED TO MEET THE CHALLENGES OF 2020 AND BEYOND. READ ON TO SEE THE PROGRESS 
ASCAP AND OUR MEMBERS MADE IN 2019, AND HOW OUR COLLECTIVE WORK WILL HELP ASCAP THROUGH THIS 
MOMENT IN HISTORY.
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GROWING AS A FAMILY
CHARLI XCXDUA LIPA MARIAH CAREY MUSTARD NE-YO

JUSTIN
TIMBERLAKE

DIPLO BROTHERS OSBORNE TOMMY BROWN ANDREW
TAGGART

POO BEAR CHRIS JEDAY XXXTENTACION

SIDDHARTHA
KHOSLA

BILLIE EILISH FINNEAS LOUIS BELL

In 2019, the ASCAP family grew to more than 735,000 music creators. We welcomed 45,875 new members, including pop divas Mariah Carey and Charli XCX, 
beatmaking powerhouse Mustard, This Is Us composer Siddhartha Khosla and rising rapper Lil Tecca. We renewed our relationship with modern hitmakers in every 
genre, like Billie Eilish & FINNEAS, Louis Bell, Dua Lipa, Ne-Yo, Justin Timberlake, Diplo, Brothers Osborne, Tommy Brown, Andrew Taggart (The Chainsmokers), 
Poo Bear, Chris Jeday and the estate of XXXTentacion; screen composers Michael Giacchino, James Levine and Daniel Romer; and all-time legends Tom Petty and 
Quincy Jones.
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ASCAP songwriters wrote the hits that crowned 29 separate Billboard year-end charts, plus nine of the top 10 spots on the year-end Hot 100. And while 
they ruled radio and streaming, they were also making history. Ariana Grande became the first artist since The Beatles to occupy the top 3 spots on the 
Hot 100. Garth Brooks was named CMA Entertainer of the Year for an unprecedented seventh year. Captain Marvel composer Pinar Toprak became 
the first woman to score a film grossing over $1 billion. Latin rock legends Maná played a record seven sold-out shows at The Forum in LA. Ellen Reid, 
the first composer to have works commissioned and performed by all four major LA classical music ensembles, was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for her 
visionary opera p r i s m. And Billie Eilish became the first woman to sweep the four major Grammy categories, less than a year after she became the 
first artist born in the 2000s with a #1 single and album.

PINAR TOPRAK

MANÁ ELLEN REID    BILLIE EILISH 

ARIANA GRANDE GARTH BROOKS

SUCCEEDING TOGETHER
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In 2019, The Department of Justice opened a review of the ASCAP and BMI consent decrees. ASCAP and BMI put forth a proposal to the DOJ to replace 
the current decrees with transitional decrees that would bring us on a gradual pathway to a free market. The modernized, transitional decrees would 
preserve four things: 1. The rate court process, as reformed by the Music Modernization Act; 2. The requirement to license our repertories upon request, 
but only if there’s a more efficient, automatic way to receive interim fees; 3. Non-exclusivity: Meaning that our members can still enter into direct deals if 
they really want to; and 4. Alternatives to the blanket license. 

These are reasonable proposals and they take into consideration the needs of all stakeholders, including licensees. There were over 850 public comments 
submitted to the DOJ on our consent decrees and considerable opposition from licensees - from bars to wineries to the National Association of 
Broadcasters to the Digital Media Association to Netflix and cable television. But we also had close to 30,000 creators who supported ASCAP and BMI’s 
joint recommendations to the DOJ. If they agree with us, and we can finally move to modernize the framework in which ASCAP and BMI can operate, 
it will have been because of a broad coalition of music creators and our allies, speaking as one.

In 2019, ASCAP continued working with bipartisan allies on Capitol Hill to build consensus and workable solutions to revamping our music licensing 
system. Our annual “We Write the Songs” concert at the Library of Congress along with our ASCAP “Stand With Songwriters” Advocacy Day on Capitol 
Hill brought together ASCAP members and executives with legislative leaders for meetings to explore ways to update the outdated federal laws that 
regulate how songwriters license their works.

PROTECTING MUSIC CREATORS’ RIGHTS

ANDREA MARTIN AT THE “WE WRITE THE SONGS” CONCERT AT 
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS ON MAY 21

COMPOSER SIDDHARTHA KHOSLA, ASCAP PRESIDENT PAUL WILLIAMS 
AND REP. LUCY MCBATH (D-GA)
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The music community thrives on collaboration, and in 2019 we forged and deepened partnerships with organizations doing vital work in support of 
music creators. We partnered with MusiCares® to launch new recovery support groups in multiple cities, including cyber support groups accessible 
to music creators everywhere. With She Is The Music, we hosted an all-woman, cross-genre song camp including Latin superstar Natti Natasha. 
Our partnership with Luck Productions resulted in Luck Embassy, a unique portal geared toward helping a growing circle of country and roots music 
artists. And we welcomed numerous new partners to our ever-expanding ASCAP Member Benefits roster, including Aaptiv, Betterhelp, Daily Burn, 
Motiv, Shine and Soundfly.

We also brought ASCAP members together at intimate get togethers across the country, including the ASCAP Rhythm & Soul team’s Check It Out and 
Mind Your Business series, our Pop/Rock team’s Open House and Collab Lab mixers, and the cross-genre Break Bread gathering.

WORKING TOGETHER 
NATTI NATASHA (LEFT) AND ASCAP “SHE IS THE MUSIC” SONG CAMP PARTICIPANTS AT MARC ANTHONY’S STUDIO IN MIAMI
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The hundreds of thousands of businesses licensed by ASCAP all recognize the tremendous value of ASCAP music to their bottom line. Last year, ASCAP 
licensing revenue hit an all-time-high of $1.274 billion, a $47 million increase over 2018 - translating into $1.184 billion in royalties to our songwriter, composer 
and publisher members, our highest distributions ever. This was achieved in part by closing a record number of multi-year licensing deals with major music 
users, including audio streaming services, TV broadcasters, cable networks and more.

ASCAP works hand in hand with our licensees to ensure that our members are getting paid what they deserve, and that businesses have an affordable, 
efficient way to legally perform the greatest music on earth. 

DRIVING THE POWER OF MUSIC 
FOR LICENSEES
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ASCAP has a 106-year history of innovation in the PRO space, and we continued that legacy in 2019. We completed a project that moved ASCAP’s 

survey and distribution systems to the cloud, making them more efficient and cost-effective in the distribution of over $1 billion annually to ASCAP 

rightsholders. With the launch of VERSED, we became the first American PRO to offer a podcast in the modern podcasting era. We formally launched 

ASCAP Lab, an innovation program that will explore new technologies and business approaches to expand what’s possible as we serve and support 

our members.

INNOVATING AND EXPLORING

CARLY PEARCE
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ASCAP’s support for our members goes far beyond quarterly royalty payments. In 2019 we continued to host workshops, showcases and song camps 
as a platform for our members to build their skills and create tomorrow’s hits. Our signature ASCAP “I Create Music” EXPO brought together 
thousands of music makers to learn from icons, including keynote speaker Questlove. We also know that supporting our members’ careers means 
supporting their well-being. Based on findings from an extensive study of our members, we launched the ASCAP Wellness Program, intended to help 
nourish the body, mind and spirit so our members can be at their creative best. 

When COVID-19 struck the country, ASCAP quickly launched musicunites.us, an important web portal for our members and the community, with  
continuously updated vital information to help our members cope with this crisis, including how to access financial relief through government and other 
programs and many more resources. 

SUPPORTING OUR MEMBERS
WHERE IT COUNTS

COMPOSER CARLOS SIMON AT THE 2019 ASCAP FILM SCORING WORKSHOP IN LOS ANGELES
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“Inclusion” is more than a buzzword at ASCAP. Our membership is made up of music creators of every age, race, religion, gender and sexual 
orientation - and we celebrated that fact over and over in 2019. From our inaugural ASCAP Pride celebration, to our all-woman, cross-genre song 
camps with She Is The Music; from our Shirley Walker Award (honoring music creators whose achievements have contributed to the diversity of 
screen music) to the ASCAP Rhythm & Soul team’s annual Women Behind the Music event; from the amicus brief we filed with the Supreme Court 
in support of LGBTQ workers, to our CEO Beth Matthews’s membership in the Recording Academy’s Diversity & Inclusion Task Force, ASCAP 
believes that the music community can only grow if it opens its arms to everyone. 

As an organization, ASCAP walks the walk when it comes to inclusion. Women make up more than 50% of all ASCAP employees, including half 
of our top level executives. 

FOSTERING DIVERSITY

(L-R) ASCAP’S CRISTINA CHAVEZ, ROC NATION CO-PRESIDENT SHARI BRYANT, SONGWRITER VICTORIA MONÉT, ASCAP SVP OF MEMBERSHIP NICOLE GEORGE-MIDDLETON, 
CAPITOL RECORDS’ BRITNEY DAVIS AND ASCAP’S LAUREN GASPARD AT THE ANNUAL ASCAP WOMEN BEHIND THE MUSIC EVENT IN LA IN OCTOBER.



musicunites.usascap.com


